Coevolution is one of the major drivers of complex dynamics in population ecology. Historically, 11
155 where a 0 is the effects of successful exploitation on fitness (e.g., maximum attacking rate), and θ i 157 (i = 1, 2) determine the sensitivity of exploitation success to the trait difference. In our model, the 158
∏ means that victims need to overcome their exploiters at 159 only one trait for escaping from exploitation, whereas exploiters must overcome the two defense 160 Then coevolutionary dynamics are described by four ordinary differential equations, In this work, we highlight the relationship between two modeling frameworks of 230 quantitative traits in victim-exploiter coevolution. In particular, a multidimensional differencetrait framework, in which each trait confers an advantage in the victim-exploiter interaction but is 232 associated with some cost (Figures 1d, 2b) can generate dynamics like a matching trait 233 framework, in which traits between a victim and exploiter must "match" in some sense for 234 successful interactions (Figure 1b) . Our investigation extends our knowledge of the 235 coevolutionary process by demonstrating how effectively matching dynamics can be generated 236 from difference traits with costs in a special case of multivariate coevolution as a proof of 237 concept (rather than a thorough investigation of the dynamics: Figure 3) . 238
For some traits, the distinction between matching traits and difference traits is clear. 239
For both victims and exploiters, being stronger and faster are always more advantageous (but 240 may have an associated cost or energetic limitation) and hence, are difference traits. However, in 241 other cases, it is not so obvious. For example, body size of both victims and exploiters can be a 242 difference trait, in which bigger is better for exploitation/defense (e.g., gape-limited predation), or 243 a matching trait, in which exploiters must be within a certain size range depending on victims' 244 size for successful exploitation. Besides classifying difference vs. matching traits, a second 245 empirical difficulty arises when not all traits are simultaneously measured. Our simulations 246 suggest that, even when the body size is a difference trait, it may behave as a matching trait 247 because of another potentially unmeasured difference trait such as toxicity/resistance. This 248 correlated coevolution between the two traits can occur even without genetic covariance, as long 249 as the body size and toxicity/resistance affect exploitation success and the costs of being big 250 affect fitness together with the costs of the toxicity/resistance. 251
Previous work has suggested that matching traits are more likely to lead to 252 coevolutionary cycling of traits than difference interactions (Abrams, 2000; McPeek, 2017) . In 253 comparing quantitative models with a one-dimensional trait, for example, McPeek (2017) found 254 cycles are observed in a smaller area of parameter space with difference traits compared to 255 matching traits. Furthermore, the underlying mechanism of cycles differs in the two frameworks. 256
In the matching framework, cycles consist of the exploiter tracking victim traits and the victim 257 escaping from exploiter traits (i.e., fluctuating selection between equally specific 258 defense/exploitation traits). In the difference framework, cycles consist of the victim and 259 exploiter investing more energy in their traits for better defense/exploitation, and then 260 abandoning their defense/exploitation because at some point they are too costly to maintain (i.e., 
